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Georgia, SE and National PMI slip in October. Georgia Index skewed by drop in new orders. Sampling variation likely contributing to local pullback.
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FROM THE FEDERAL RESERVE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION REPORT
Industrial production increased 0.3 percent in September,
about the same rate of change as in the previous two
months. Output growth in September was held down slightly by Hurricane Florence, with an estimated effect of less
than 0.1 percentage point. For the third quarter as a whole,
total industrial production advanced at an annual rate of
3.3 percent.
In September, manufacturing output moved up 0.2 percent
for its fourth consecutive monthly increase, while the output

of utilities was unchanged. The index for mining increased
0.5 percent and has moved up in each of the past eight
months. At 108.5 percent of its 2012 average, total industrial production was 5.1 percent higher in September than it
was a year earlier. Capacity utilization for the industrial sector was unchanged at 78.1 percent, a rate that is
1.7 percentage points below its long-run (1972–2017) average.

COMMENTS FROM SURVEY PARTICIPANTS REGARDING CONDITIONS THAT
AFFECT PURCHASING OPERATION
Specific commodities UP IN PRICE were:
"Steel, corrugated, plastic resin. Steel and aluminum and
products made from such are stabilizing a a high price. Natural rubber, Carbon Black, machinery parts, PET resin, industrial wire and cable. All actives coming from China due
to environmental crackdown, Bifenthrin, Dichlobenil. Natural
gas, polypropylene, stretch film, corrugated, steel."
Specific commodities DOWN IN PRICE were:
"Synthetic rubber, zinc oxide, natural gas, acrylic fiber, pine
pallets."
Items in Short Supply- Specific commodities, materials
or finished products I buy that were in short supply last
month are:
"Mill rolled plate steel, coated and uncoated free sheet
printing paper, specialty Ti02 resin, Diatomaceous earth,
paper bags."
Buying Policy - Report here any change during the last
month, versus the prior month, in the number of days
ahead you are committing for purchases of production materials, MRO supplies and capital spending:
None

General Remarks - Give your frank opinion on any conditions, local, national or international, that affect your purchasing operation or your company’s outlook:
"The tariffs are absurd and will lead to a drop in sales and
employment."
"Demand for our products continues at a high level. Our
backlog is at all time high and we are booked for orders
through April of 2019."
"Outlook economically over all very good."
"Increased Tariffs from China and instability of currency in
Turkey."
"National sward and China duties will affect our customers
order patterns."
"China is enacting environmental controls, closing facilities
that supply a number of raw material actives for the insecticide and lawn and garden markets."
"There is some concern as to how tariffs may affect materials we import from China. We have not seen price increases as yet, but are anticipating those soon."
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